INTRODUCTION
The task of path planning in mapped environments is well known in robotics. Given the robot specifications and a set of obstacles located in space that represents the environment map, the problem is to find the optimal path for the robot from the initial position to any destination position in the environment. Optimal path means the path .with min_imum total hardness faced by the robot through its route.
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For a shape changeable robot, the hardness of any region in the environment is measured by how much effort the robot suffers to pass by this region. Relative values can be assigned to the hardness of each regions. The minimum value of the hardness is assigned to the regions where the robot can turn around without changing its configuration. While the maximum value is assigned to the regions where the robot must take the most difficult action with a complex configuration.
Finding the optimal path is followed by producing the set of actions to be followed by the robot through the candidate path. This will increase the integrity of the system by adding the interface to the robot as well as the environment map.
Many researches have discussed in depth the path planning problem by using different approaches. Many computer algorithms have been suggested to solve each of the sub-problems of the main path planning problem. Most of these algorithms depend mainly on conventional programming. Fan [5] had divided the robot's environment into prime areas to represent it in a graph form. Searching a graph for the required path can be done by many algorithms such as A* [6, 9] . Also, DIJKSTRA algorithm [8, 10] is a famous algorithm to solve the problem of shortest route. Solving the path planning problem must discuss the problem of collision free path that had been investigated in [11 and 12] .
Expert systems, which are one of the artificial intelligence applications, are appropriate approaches that can be used in solving the path planning problem. This is because of the characteristics of AI such as heuristic and interactive processing which are essential for the robot's fields. Some of the researchers such as Morad [14] and Xue [23] had used the expert system in implementing some of their systems' components. Abo El-Ela [2] had described the used expert system to find the optimal path for the robot. The system described in this paper gives additional modules to manipulate the environment representation and the set of actions the robot must take to follow the candidate path. The following sections start by describing the proposed system and its tools. Following each component of the system will be discussed in detail.
The System Description and Tools
The proposed system is a path planner for a mobile shape-changeable robot. The assigned task to the robot is to reach any destination position in its environment from an initial one. It is required to choose the optimal collision free path between all alternative paths. Optimal path means the path with minimum total hardness faced by the robot through its route.
The block diagram in figure 1 represents the different components of the proposed system. This system starts from the environment map and ends with the set of actions to be followed by the robot to reach its destination position. The figure shows that the planner system has four main components. The first one is used to get the representation of the robot's states and the environment where the robot moves. The second and third components represent the two stages of the planning process. Finally the fourth component produces the set of actions to be followed by the robot. Conventional programming approach is used to implement the first component of the system. This component deals with manipulating the environment map to isolate the open and hard regions. Also, at the departure of the system, in the interface component, the conventional programming is used to re-display the environment map and allow the user to choose any destination position for the robot. According to this destination position the set of actions through the corresponding optimal route are produced by the program. Using conventional programming in this stage is useful for future real implementation of the system where it is easy to use conventional programming in hardware communications with a real robot.
The second tool that is used in the planner system is the database management system. It is used to save the data which represent the environment map, the robot specifications, and finally the results from the expert system that include the information of the optimal paths. The expert system approach has been chosen to implement the planner system. This is related to the characteristics of expert systems that are compatible with the nature of the robot's problems especially path planning problems.
The used expert system shell is NEXPERT. This expert system shell has been designed to allow easy integration into existing computing environments. NEXPERT supports both reasoning system and powerful, object-oriented representation. Also, Nexpert supports both control strategies, the forward and backward chaining. As a powerful feature in NEXPERT, pattern matching conditions allows the user to create a subset of objects belonging to any class that sat-isfies the conditions. Also, NEXPERT has built-in functions for database access and supports most standard databases.
The Robot Representation
In the path planning problem, representing the robot requires only its outer configurations. Outer configurations mean the different states and actions that the robot has.
The used method in representing the robot's different configurations, is to put these information in a database file. The database structure for the robot states and actions keeps track of the generality of the proposed system. This means that the contents of this database can be modified to be suitable for the used robot states. Table 1 contains the fields of this database and its meaning while figure 2 shows an example of the values that can be put in the robot's database. In general the robot's environment consists of boundaries and obstacles. Concerning the 3-dimensional environment the existence of bridges in the environment can be taken into consideration. The height of these bridges limits the actions of the robot to be taken in order to pass the bridges' regions. In the proposed system the environment's components are approximated by the minimum enclosing rectangles (see figure 3 ). This approximation is necessary to use the McCluskey method [5] to isolate the prime rectangular area to represent the free space as will be seen in the following sub-section. So, the environment map will contain a set of rectangles representing the obstacles.
The environment Boundaries Bridges

Isolation of Free Areas
The simplified form of the environment is just a set of rectangles represent obstacles or bridges. The height of the bridges must be specified. In this sub-section the free areas in the robot's environment will be isolated. This isolation will help in dividing the environment into rooms with doors between them.
Instead of defining the different areas in the environment by their coordinates another definition will be used. This definition depends mainly on the binary representation. The binary representation helps in using the Boolean operations to find the relations between the different areas.
In this stage of isolation the bridges areas are considered to be free areas till finding what is called the prime areas. Given a map of boundaries and obstacles, the environment is partitioned by the edges of these shapes into a grid of at most 2n+ 1 X 2n+ 1 rectangles where n is the number of such rectangular areas representing obstacles. Each such rectangle is represented by a pair of binary strings 2n+ 1 bits long at most [5] .
Before assigning values to the rectangle's pair of binary strings, the environment must be divided into horizontal and vertical strips. For the environment defined in figure 3 , the horizontal strips marked from 1 to 5 and the vertical strips marked from a to e are shown in figure 4. The pair of binary strings, which defines any free rectangular area, consists of left and right sub-string. The right sub-string has the bits, correspond to the horizontal strips contained in the rectangle, set to one. Similarly, the left sub-string has the bits, correspond to the vertical strips contained in the rectangle, set to one.
After defining the horizontal and vertical strips, the McCluskey method [5] will be applied to isolate the prime rectangular areas. The result of applying this method to the environment of figure 3, is shown in table 2 and figure 5. 
Rooms Generation
From the previous sub-section the two lists of prime areas and bridges are defined using the binary string method. In this sub-section these two lists are used to divide the free area of the environment into rooms. These rooms must follow four conditions:-( 1) Each room is rectangular in shape and has a fixed height where the robot should not change its action while moving in the same room.
(2) The number of these rooms must be as minimum as possible. (3) There is no intersection between any two rooms.
( 4) The union of these rooms must cover all the free areas in the environment.
To produce the rooms taking under consideration the previous issues, the following steps can be used.
Step 1: Form the following three lists:
* list 1 has the binary strings define the bridges with height less than the maximum height of the robot's states.
* list 2 has the binary strings define the open prime areas. * list 3 has the binary strings define the hard prime areas.
Step 2: Let each string in list represent a room. If any 15 prime area in list 2 or list 3 has an intersection with any of the bridges area in list 1, there will be three cases as following:
The bridge area totally encloses the prime area. The modification is to remove the prime area from its corresponding list.
The remaining of the prime area after removing the bridge area from it, can be represented by one binary string. The only required modification is to replace the prime area in its list (2 or 3) by the new binary string.
The remaining of the prime area after removing the bridge area from it, must be represented by two binary string. The modification is simply replace the prime area in its list by one of these binary strings and appending the other binary string in the same list.
Step 3: Choose the prime area in list 2 with the maximum area between the remaining prime area in the list. Let it to be a room and remove it from list 2. Solve the problem of intersection between this prime area and other areas in lists 2 or 3 as in Step 1. Repeat this step till no remaining prime areas found in list 2.
Step 4: Choose the prime area in list 3 with the maximum area between the remaining prime area in the list. Let it to be a room and remove it from list 3. Solve the problem of intersection between this prime area and other areas in lists 2 or 3 as in Step 1. Repeat this step till no remaining prime areas found in list 3.
After applying the previous steps on the lists of prime areas and bridges, another list will be produced that contains the binary string define the rooms areas. For the current environment, the generated rooms list will be as shown in table 3. The corresponding locations in the environment map are as in figure 6 . Figure 6 . The environment's rooms 3. Doors Generation: After defining the rooms in the previous sub-section, the remaining step is to produce the graph representation of the environment. The required graph is unweighted one with its vertices represent the rooms while its edges represent the doors. From the binary strings of the rooms (see table 3), the following steps are followed to define the doors between rooms:
Step 1: For any untested pair of the rooms IF the ANDing of the two left strings <> zero THEN GOTO step 2 ELSE
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IF the ANDing of the two right strings <> zero THEN GOTO step 3 ELSE GOTO step 4.
Step 2: IF the XORing of the two right strings has one block of adjacent ones THEN the two rooms have a door in common ELSE GOTO step 4.
Step 3: IF the XORing of the two left strings has one block of adjacent ones THEN the two rooms have a door in common ELSE GOTO step 4.
Step 4 : IF all rooms are tested THEN stop ELSE GOTO step 1.
Using the previous method the list of doors will be generated and the required graph will be as shown in figure 7 . Any door must be assigned some specifications from its position in the environment and the specifications of its two joined rooms. For example the door's width is calculated directly from the length of the interface between the door's two rooms. The door must be assigned the two heights and widths of the door's two rooms (if one of the room is not bridge, its height will be infinite). Other specifications, the door must have, are the distances between the door's centre and the corresponding two centres of the rooms it joins. These distances and measurements will help in weighting the graph edges as will be seen in the next section. Finally the graph will be stored in a database form so that it can be imported later by the expert system to be processed. The database structure is shown in table 4. Each record in this database represents the specifications of a door in the environment.
The database that represents the environment doors' specifications as well as the number of the room that represents the initial position will be imported into the expert system to be processed for finding the optimal paths for the robot. Table 4 The structure of environment-representation database Meaning A number represents the firSt room that the door is connected to. A number represents the second room that the door is connected to. The height of ROOMl. The minimum width of ROOMl. The distance between the door's centre and ROOMl's centre. The height of ROOM2 The minimum width of ROOM2 The distance between the door's centre and ROOM2's centre. The width of the door.
Producing the Connection Graph
In the previous section the modules of the proposed system that are used to get the representation of the robot's states and the environment where the robot moves, have been explained. The databases contain the representat~on knowledge as well as the chosen initial position from which the robot starts to move, are imported into the planner module. This module with its different stages will be discussed in this section. The expert system shell NEXPERT will be used to implement this module. The results of the path planner module are the optimal paths between the initial position and any other position in the robot's environment. After assigning the destination position in the interface component, the set of actions to be followed by the robot through the candidate route will be produced.
The unweighted connection graph that is represented by the imported data, is processed by the expert system NEX-PERT to assign the proper weight for each edge in the graph. This weighted graph will be used later to search for the optimal path for the robot.
The knowledge base used in the expert system will be filled with the data stored in the two databases obtained in the representation component of the proposed system. The main structure of the knowledge base consists of classes. These classes contain objects that are common in their 'Properties. Some of these properties are assigned directly from the corresponding fields in the databases, and the others require pre-processing. Table 5 shows the different classes in the knowledge base ofthe proposed system. 
Class ROBOTS DOORS
ROOMS
Meaning
The same as the fields of the ·robot-specification database described in Table 1 .
The door number. Boolean property to indicate if this door has been chosen (tested) or not yet. The two rooms that the door connects. These correspond to the same fields in the environment-representation database (see table 4 ). The current cost of the two rooms as a total of the hardnesses from the initial room of the robot to the corresponding room through the candidate path. A number represents ROOMl or ROOM2 according to the current direction of the robot through this door (i.e. if the robot enters ROOMl from ROOM2 through the current door, the source will equal to ROOM2). The calculated hardness of this door. This property is calculated by the expert system from the door specifications and the robot's properties stored in the ROBOTS' class. The action to be taken by the robot to pass by this door. This property is related to the hardness. The room number. The cost of the room. This cost represents the hardness faced by the robot till reaching the current room through its trip in the candidate path. The door from which this room has been entered. The action to be taken by the robot to move in this room.
After creating the objects of the knowledge base classes and assigning the different values to the objects' properties the next step is to produce the weighted connection graph. The objects of the DOORS class represent the unweighted connection graph. To convert this graph to a weighted one the HARDNESS property of the DOORS' objects must be assigned its proper value. Figure 8 shows the flowchart that is used to manipulate the objects of the knowledge base and assigning the HARDNESS to weight the connection graph.
Let DBDOOR be the name of the temporary object that is used to save the records of the doors' database. The following equation is used to assign the value of the HARD-NESS for each imported DOOR: Table 6 explains the preconditions (left hand side) and aceach DOOR. Also, this will assign the RACTION for each tions (right hand side) that are used in the expert system ROOM. rule to assign the HARDNESS values and DACTION for Referring to the example that has been previously studied, applying the expert system rules, the resulted weighted connection graph will be as shown in figure 9 . Figure 9 . The weighted graph of the environment
Finding the Optimal Paths
The problem now is to find the optimal paths for the robot from its initial room to any other room in the environment. The flowchart shown in figure 10 explains the different steps that are used to find the optimal paths. These steps are similar to what have been explained in the second stage of planning by Abo El-Ela [2] . The exception here is that the used method find the optimal paths to every position in the environment not only to a specific position. The final results of the example in this paper can be summarized as in table 7 . After producing the optimal paths, the expert system stores the results to be used in the interface program that is written in conventional programming. From table 7, the final result can be obtained starting from any destination room. These results are used to guide the robot through its candidate paths to reach its final position.
CONCLUSIONS
The proposed planner can be considered as a complete system. It starts from the robot specifications and the environment representation and ends with the set of actions to be followed by the robot to reach any destination position in the environment. The structure used in representing the specifications of the robot and its environment is open so that any extension can be easily done.
The software architecture utilizes several programming techniques. These techniques are used in implementing the system. Conventional programming, database storage, and the expert system (NEXPERT) are used. Each technique is used in its proper place according to its facilities and capabilities. Also, using conventional programming at the entrance and departure of the system makes it easy in the future to extend the system by hardware communications to a robot. The used rules and objects in the expert system can be manipulated in parallel on hardware that supports parallel processing.
The work represented in this paper can also be extended by importing a real image of the robot's environment to the system. This map can be processed using pattern recognition techniques instead of simplifying the map. Also, on line facility of the system can be realized. in this case the system can support the facility of error adapting. This facility can change the plan of the robot on lime according to any sudden mistake or changes faced by the robot.
